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With Valentine’s Day in February thoughts often turn to love. Anyone who has been in a relationship for any length of time knows that love is not just a feeling; it is an attitude of acceptance and a choice to make the relationship last. Habitual walkers say “I love to walk!” because they understand that a love for walking also includes an attitude of acceptance and choosing to love walking.

When you walk encourage a friend or loved one to walk with you. The two most influential ways to do so are to quote a credible source, such as the American Heart Association or the Centers for Disease Control, and to talk about the benefits. People are more likely to be physically active if they are encouraged by the benefits rather than hearing a negative fear message.

Walking LOVES me! Just as love relationships are two-way give and take, walking gives benefits when you give time to walking. Research has shown that walking at least 30 minutes a day is beneficial in the following ways:

♥ Walking inspires by giving a person time to think and get creative.
♥ Walking gives hope. Physical exercise such as walking reduces depressive thoughts.
♥ Walking reduces the risk of high blood pressure, diabetes, stroke and symptoms of arthritis.
♥ Walking lowers the risk of obesity and helps you maintain a healthy weight.
♥ Walking reduces your risk of osteoporosis.

Perk up your love for life in February and choose walking! Embrace the challenge positively to develop a lasting relationship with walking. Double the love and invite a special someone to go walking with you.

Family Fun on the Run is a monthly newsletter designed to help families add physical activity to their already hectic schedules. For more information check out Family Fun on the Run: http://go.unl.edu/familyfun
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